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Russia and the Baltic Sea –
the historical context

”Historically Russia is the leading maritime power, based on its 
spatial and geophysical features, place and role in the global and 
regional affairs” – The Maritime Doctrine of the Russian 
Federation till 2020 from 2001

� Russian Maritime history goes back only about 350 years � Russian Maritime history goes back only about 350 years 
(catching –up maritime nation)

� Top down development: Navy before Maritime Commerce

� Russian maritime sector on a militarized development path

� A Great Power needs a Navy as a matter of prestige:  “protection 
of national interests in the world ocean”

� During the Cold War, the Baltic Sea was the sea of the Soviet 
Union and one of the most militarised areas in the world.
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Russian maritime policy and 

the Baltic Sea
� Russian Maritime policy follows the lines of its 

foreign policy

� The Baltic Sea is the third priority of Russian six 
maritime regionsmaritime regions

� Transport and logistic strategy (2005) stresses the 
aim to be as little as possible dependent on others 

� Wish to increase oil transport capacity in Baltic 
Sea six times from 2000-2015 (40 million tons to 
250 million tons)

� Kaliningrad plays a significant role both militarily 
and economically 
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Russian maritime policy and 

the Baltic Sea
� Medvedev is very found of the navy: “the Navy is indispensable 

both in military security and in issues of energy and food 
security”

� New Maritime Strategy 2030 adopted December 2010: Sees the 
possibility in the Baltic Sea to increase military shipping by 40% possibility in the Baltic Sea to increase military shipping by 40% 
and battle ready navy forces by 56%.
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Soviet and Russian military capacity in the Baltic Sea
1991 and 2009

1991 2009

Navy bases 4 2

Navy ships 300 175

Military planes 250 150

Source: IISS Military Balance



Some problems with the Northern 

Dimension
� Sometimes very difficult to find inside of the EU (only those that 

are looking for it will find it)

� Lots of different floating pieces that sometimes are not aware of 
each other

� At the same time it is a broad concept that covers whatever is put � At the same time it is a broad concept that covers whatever is put 
into it and is used whenever it is needed.

� Concept might be known but few can describe it

� Geographically not clearly defined

� Funding mechanism has been complicated and remains a big 
question even in the new revived ND 

� Vision is one thing and practise an other  
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Some problems from the 

Russian side
� How to combine Great power politics with regional politics?

� Still some competition between local/regional and federal levels

� Feeling from the previous ND action plans that matters are 
imposed on Russia – takes a while to get rid of

� Disagreements on what does ND include – federal level do not � Disagreements on what does ND include – federal level do not 
see that cross-border cooperation is part of the ND and local 
level feels strongly that it is part of ND.

� Still a question mark to what extent Russia feels that the EU is 
behind the ND?

� Inside the ND framework competing projects

� ND is seen as sophisticated project, too fine, only for specialist.
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Russian view of the Northern 

Dimension
� It is a policy with projects (MID) or projects with policy (local 

level)  and equal partnership with EU, Norway and Iceland

� The key aspect for the Russian side is that the ND should not 
contradict or duplicate discussions at the strategic level and at 
the state level. Northern Cooperation is unique and has long the state level. Northern Cooperation is unique and has long 
traditions (MID) but is there a Nordic identity in Russia 
(academics)?

� Important tool for cooperation (Local and MID level)

� Funding is one  of the biggest problems (No funding mechanism 
in Russia, case by case basis)

� Still unknown concept in Russia, few researchers working on it.

� Public interest is important for ND to be success
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Is ND a window of opportunity 

for Russia-EU relations?
� Russia has a great interest in the Baltic Sea and in the Barents 

Sea. 

� Cooperation with Russia should be kept alive regardless of which 
country holds the EU presidency and thus the ND (regional 
framework) is ideal for it. framework) is ideal for it. 

� Since the ND is not a ready built institution or an organisation, 
here something can be built together (Russia frequently objects 
to only being introduced to organisations where rules are already 
made).

� Russia’s integration is too early, first the rules of the new 
situation have to be found. ND can act as a testing ground

� ND is used too little in EU-Russia relations
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What has been said about the 

Nordstream?
Expressed approval:
� Project of European interests 

(Commision)
� "As ecologists, we can't call any 

project environmentally sound. 
But it's a fact that [the danger] of 
the pipeline has been 

Summing up the fears:

� Bilateral dealing of Germany and 
Russia: divides and weakens the EU 
(divide and rule)

� Bypasses the Baltic and Poland (no 
transit fees)the pipeline has been 

minimized.“ (Alexey Knizhnikov, 
WWF Russia's oil and gas 
environmental policy officer)

� A reliable fuel supplies to 
European consumers for 
affordable, reasonable prices and 
protection against problems that 
may be caused by the 
imperfections of the current 
legal framework. (Medeved)

and 2009

� Russian domination of Eastern Europe 
(can cut the gas from Ukraine without 
worrying to anger the EU)

� Molotov-Ribbentorp pact (security 
aspects to others decreasing security, 
but increase of hard security aspect in 
the Baltic region)

� The pipeline can be used to other 
aspects then gas since the dual nature 
of it (information cables)

� Environmental concerns
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The meaning of Nord Stream in the 

Baltic Sea context
� The process of the Nord Stream is an interesting case study in many 

perspectives: Bilateralism and multilateralism + globalization and 
regionalism

� In the end the actors involved are also many: states, commercial 
companies, the EU and network of personal ties

� The process revealed the reality of Baltic Sea cooperation: sense, 
sensibility, pride and prejudicessensibility, pride and prejudices

� Historical memory also plays an important role

� Russia has invested into it not only a lot of money but too much 
prestige to let it fail 

� Something very positive came out of it too: A company with majority 
ownership by Russians, did conduct environmental surveys, did 
listen to environmental concerns, did put time, money and effort to 
do the process “correctly”.

� Russia has said that one of the functions of the Baltic fleet is to 
protect the pipeline
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Regional cooperation 

with Russia
� These conculsions are taken from a project “The 

New Northern Dimension from Regional Co-
operation to High Politics” by NUPI (Norwegian 
Institute of International Affairs) and Aleksanteri Institute of International Affairs) and Aleksanteri 
Institute, University of Helsinki, funded by 
Finnish and Norwegian ministries of foreign 
affairs 
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http://www.ceps.eu/book/new-northern-dimension-european-

neighbourhood



Regional cooperation with 

Russia

� No “one size fits all” model

� Mutual trust and understading – underestimation 
of cultural, stuctural and even legal differences 
has marred many cooperation projectshas marred many cooperation projects

� Communication channels and cross-border 
networks are vital

� Well-defined projects with clearly specified, 
short-term goals have been relatively effective

� Objective mutually understood – no unilateral 
declaration how things should be done
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Regional Cooperation with 

Russia

� Cooperation with professionals easier than with 
different actors who for example seek political 
gains or economic profit

� Public support� Public support

� Organisation the structure of cooperation in ways 
that emphasise success

� Legal commitments

� Separating high politics from substance

� The sensitive issue of balance between federal 
and regional levels in Russia (and which federal 
level) 15



Some concluding remarks

� The Baltic Sea is part of Russian foreign policy

� It is also an important part of Russia’s Great Power 
history

� The economic and military factors will keep the Baltic 
Sea as a high politics issueSea as a high politics issue

� Northern Dimension provides a lot of possibilities for 
cooperation with Russia and a ready framework for it

� Short-term and mutually beneficial projects work best

� Nord Stream a good example of cooperation how 
Russia can have what it wants by “doing things 
according the book”
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